Abstract: This meta-analysis is a systematic compilation of research focusing on various exercise interventions and their impact on the health and behavior outcomes of healthy African American, Hispanic, Native American, and Native Hawaiian adults. Comprehensive searching located published and unpublished studies. Random-effects analyses synthesized data to calculate effect sizes (ES) as a standardized mean difference (d) and variability measures. Data were synthesized across 21,151 subjects in 100 eligible samples. Supervised exercise significantly improved fitness (ES.571-.584). Interventions designed to motivate minority adults to increase physical activity changed subsequent physical activity behavior (ES.172-.312) and anthropometric outcomes (ES.070-.124). Some ES should be interpreted in the context of limited statistical power and heterogeneity. Attempts to match intervention content and delivery with minority populations were inconsistently reported. Healthy minority adults experienced health improvements following supervised exercise. Interventions designed to motivate subjects to increase physical activity have limited magnitude heterogeneous effects.
I
nadequate physical activity (PA) is a leading preventable cause of morbidity and mortality. 1 Insufficient PA is common among minority adults in the United States. [2] [3] [4] Health disparities in major illnesses, such as cardiovascular disease and diabetes, may be partially attributable to insufficient PA. [5] [6] [7] The urgent need to increase minority adults' PA to improve important health outcomes has prompted numerous primary studies testing not only interventions to increase PA but also how PA interventions affect health outcomes.
Numerous narrative reviews have examined PA intervention studies conducted with minority adults. 4, 5, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] None of these reviews has quantitatively synthesized PA behavior or health outcomes to estimate effect sizes (ESs) across extant research. The reviews include unstated or narrow searches and inclusion criteria, narrow foci (e.g., studies in health care settings) and small numbers of primary studies. 2, 5, 7, [10] [11] [12] [13] Further, most reviews have included some studies with chronically ill adults and thus provide limited information about healthy minority adults. Previous reviews have not adequately distinguished studies with supervised exercise interventions, and verified exercise dose, from studies with interventions designed to motivate subjects to exercise. The Physical Activity Guideline Advisory Committee called for meta-analyses of PA studies, and this project answers that call. 3 This meta-analysis addressed the following research questions:
1. What are the overall effects of supervised PA interventions with verified PA performance on physical fitness, lipids, anthropometric measures, diabetes risk, and mood outcomes among healthy minority adult samples? 2. What are the overall effects of PA motivation interventions on PA behavior outcomes, lipids, anthropometric outcomes, diabetes risk, and quality of life?
Methods
Standard research synthesis and meta-analysis methods were used to identify and obtain potential primary studies, determine eligibility, reliably extract data, execute meta-analytic statistical procedures, and interpret results. 16, 17, 18 For the purpose of this research the word minority is defined as individuals living in the United States, but descended from one of the following racial/ethnic groups: African or African American, Hispanic or Hispanic American, Native American Indian, or Native Hawaiian. Physical activity is defined as any bodily movement which raises energy expenditure beyond resting levels. Exercise (a subset of physical activity) is planned, structured, and repetitive physical activity focused on improving or maintaining physical fitness.
Data sources. Multiple search strategies were used to ensure a comprehensive search and limit bias while moving beyond previous reviews. 19 An expert health sciences librarian used comprehensive searching with broad search terms in MEDLINE, EMBASE, Healthstar, Cochrane Controlled Trials Register, PsychINFO Terms for minority studies were not used to narrow the search because these terms are inconsistently applied to primary studies and thus would have failed to locate some eligible studies. Searches were completed for 1960 through 2009, depending on database availability. Ancestry searches were completed on all eligible studies and previous review papers. The mRCT database, which contains 14 active registers and 16 archived registers, and the National Institutes of Health Computer Retrieval of Information on Scientific Projects database of funded studies were searched back to 1973. Computerized database searches were conducted using names of principal investigators of funded studies and for the first three authors of eligible studies. Author searches were completed for dissertations to determine if published reports were available; dissertations were included when publications were not found. Hand searches in 114 journals that frequently published PA intervention reports were completed. Hand searches began with examination of article titles for either PA or exercise terms; articles with suggestive titles were examined to locate eligible studies.
Study selection. Research studies that tested PA interventions predominantly among minority adults were included. Studies of children and youth younger than 18 years of age were not included because different interventions may be required due to differences in children's developmental state, thinking capacity/patterns, and ability to make decisions independent of parental authority. Studies were limited to those reported in English between 1960 and early 2010. The 50-year time span for eligible primary studies was selected to facilitate a comprehensive review. Although many changes have occurred between 1960 and 2010, there is little reason to believe these changes have affected health outcomes of supervised exercise or outcomes of interventions designed to motivate individuals to increase PA. Primary studies were included if the report described the sample as healthy. Studies of samples with acute or chronic mental (e.g., schizophrenia, clinical depression, drug abuse) or physical (e.g., hypertension, diabetes, cardiovascular diseases) illnesses were excluded because this project focused on healthy adults. Both published and unpublished studies were included because the single biggest difference between published and unpublished research is the statistical significance of findings. 20 Publication status is an inadequate proxy for study quality. 20 Meta-analyses using only published research may overestimate the magnitude of effects. Physical activity interventions included supervised PA intervention sessions in which researchers verified exercise dose and PA motivation interventions with content designed to increase PA behavior but without any supervised PA. For supervised PA studies, outcomes were included only when the variables were measured within seven days after completion of the supervised PA intervention. For PA motivation interventions, outcomes were coded from the most distal data reported for each study since enduring behavior change is more important than immediate changes that may not persist over time.
Small-sample studies, which often lack statistical power to detect treatment effects, were included if they reported data for at least five subjects. These studies may include difficult-to-recruit samples or may test novel interventions. 19 Studies were weighted so that those with larger samples had proportionally more influence on aggregate findings. Given variations in primary study quality, several strategies were considered for addressing primary study quality (e.g., setting scientific rigor inclusion criteria, weighting effect sizes by individual quality attributes, weighting effect sizes by an overall study quality score). These approaches were not selected because study design quality and study report quality are often confounded, little agreement exists on the most important study quality attributes in specific areas of science, and study quality scales lack validity. Both experimental and pre-experimental studies were included. Pre-experimental studies with single-group designs were included because some investigators find it unethical to withhold interventions from comparison groups, and because some evaluations of existing programs can contribute to meta-analyses. Single-group studies were analyzed separately from two-group studies. Single-group findings are reported here as ancillary findings to the more valid two-group treatment vs. control results. Effect sizes were calculated for control group pre-post comparisons to determine if participation in studies affected outcome variables.
Data extraction and analyses. A codebook addressing source characteristics, participant attributes, experimental characteristics, and study findings was prepared. The codebook was composed of individual questions with structured possible answers for converting study information to numerical values for analyses. The codebook was developed from previous meta-analyses which examined PA interventions, PA experts, and a review of available data in primary reports. [21] [22] [23] Pilot-testing of the codebook was conducted with 20 studies to revise and clarify coding. (The codebook is available from the corresponding author). Coded outcomes included PA behavior following interventions, physical fitness (maximal oxygen consumption), lipids (high-density lipoproteins, low-density lipoproteins, total cholesterol, total cholesterol:high density lipoprotein), anthropometric measures (body mass index, percent body fat, body weight), diabetes risk (fasting glucose, insulin resistance), mood (depression, anxiety, combined mood measures), and quality-of-life outcomes. Because primary study reports sometimes include multiple measures of some outcomes (e.g., report both percent body fat and body weight), a prioritized list of desirable outcome measures with strong validity was developed a priori to avoid potential bias toward statistically significant findings. Two extensively trained and closely supervised coders with graduate degrees independently coded every variable in every study. Outcome ES data were further verified by a third doctorally-prepared coder. All data were compared across coders to achieve 100% agreement on each variable. Coding differences were adjudicated by the principal investigator, other members of the research team, or by contacting corresponding authors for clarification. Multiple publications about the same study were used to extract data when different papers reported different outcomes.
Data analysis. All analyses were conducted separately for studies that tested supervised PA interventions and for studies which tested interventions designed to motivate subjects to increase their PA. Data calculations used standard meta-analytic approaches to develop standardized mean difference (d) ESs. Effect sizes were weighted by the inverse of variance to give larger samples more influence. 24, 25 Effect sizes were adjusted for bias. 25 To acknowledge that individual ESs vary due both to subject-level sampling error and to other sources of variations among studies, analyses employed random-effects models. 26 The random-effects weights are based on within study variance plus between studies variance. Intervention content and delivery, samples, instrumentation, and study execution and quality differ among PA studies. The random-effects model is appropriate given the expected heterogeneity among studies because it estimates the mean of a distribution of ESs across diverse studies. 25, 26 The alternative model, the fixed-effect model, was not used to analyze the data because it assumes one true ES underlies all the primary studies which is not accurate for PA studies. 25 Effect sizes were examined graphically and statistically (large externally standardized residuals) to identify outliers. Normal-theory standard errors were used to construct 95% confidence intervals for the common or mean ES and to test whether the ES was significantly different from 0. Between-study homogeneity was assessed using a conventional heterogeneity statistic (Q). Heterogeneity was expected because statistical and clinical heterogeneity are common in behavior-change research. 21 Heterogeneity was handled in three ways. 27 First, random-effects analyses were used because they take into account unexplained heterogeneity. Second, heterogeneity was quantified in addition to the location parameter. Third, findings were interpreted in the context of discovered heterogeneity. A fourth possible strategy to handle heterogeneity, moderator analyses, was not used due to the limited amount of two-group comparison data available for each variable.
Both treatment and control group pre-post comparisons were analyzed when baseline data were available. Control group change information was explored to address partially common concerns about single-group designs. Studies with multiple treatment groups and no control groups were handled as single-group pre-post comparisons. The single-group treatment group findings were never combined with two-group findings. Funnel plots of ESs against sampling variance were developed to explore publication bias when at least 10 comparisons were available. 28 Findings from funnel plots should be interpreted cautiously given the small number of cases for many variables. The funnel plot for the ES with the largest number of data points is presented in Figure 1 . Funnel plots not included in the article are available from the corresponding author. Findings regarding publication bias should be viewed as exploratory, given the small number of ESs. 
Standard Error Standard Difference in Means results
Exhaustive searching located 54,893 possible studies. These numerous potential studies were considered because there are no reliable strategies to locate intervention studies or to specify studies focused on minority subjects. Although keywords (such as MESH headings) exist that one might think would identify relevant work, their application lacks sensitivity and specificity and thus they are not reliable to locate eligible studies. Careful examination of potential studies yielded 100 eligible samples from 77 research reports with a total of 21,151 subjects. The earliest study was published in 1990, and only 18 papers were published prior to 2000. Most papers (s59) were published from 2000 through 2010 (s indicates the number of reports, k indicates the number of comparisons). Thirty-two papers were published after 2004. More papers were published in 2005 (s12) than any other year. Twelve studies were reported in multiple publications. Fifty-five reports were derived from funded studies.
Primary study characteristics. African American subjects were the predominant minority sample. See Tables 1, 2 , and 3 for descriptive statistics for the entire sample, the supervised exercise intervention studies, and the motivational and education intervention primary studies, respectively. Fifty-three studies were composed entirely of African American participants, and another 15 comparisons included over 50% African American subjects. Nine studies targeted Hispanic American subjects exclusively, with 10 other studies reporting over 50% Hispanic American subjects. Few studies targeted exclusively Native American Indian (k4) or Native Hawaiian (k2) subjects. Most studies reported excluding European American subjects (k73).
Many studies did not report strategies to align the project (recruitment, intervention, or delivery) with the target population group. Information from the few studies that reported strategies to ensure minority recruitment, that aligned interventions with minority participants, or that did both are reported below. Fourteen reports indicated that at least one member of the research team was a member of the target minority group. Thirteen studies reported using literature about the target minority for planning interventions. Nineteen studies used data the researchers collected from members of the target minority to design interventions. Twenty-five intervention delivery sites were selected for appropriateness, based on the target minority group. Twenty-three studies recruited subjects in locations frequented by members of the target population. Three reports indicated the study employed members of the target group for recruitment. Seven studies both recruited subjects at target-minority locations and used recruiters of the minority group. Twelve reports indicated interventions were delivered in churches. Four of these studies used church staff to help in interventions. Although a few very large studies were included in the meta-analysis, most studies reported modest sample sizes with a median of 30 subjects in the treatment group (Table 1) . Studies predominantly included female subjects. Although a few studies focused on younger and older adults, middle-aged participants were most common (median age 45 years). Although few studies intentionally recruited overweight or obese samples, nearly half of the studies (k44) reported that more than half of the sample was overweight (body mass index25-29.9), and 22 noted that over half of the participants were obese (body mass index 30). Information about socioeconomic status was not summarized because it was infrequently reported in the primary studies. Tables 2 and 3 contain some information about the interventions. The typical supervised exercise intervention included nearly 40 minutes of verified exercise three times weekly over 11 weeks. Supervised PA studies most often used moderate-intensity exercise (k19), followed by low-intensity (k3) and high-intensity (k1). Details of PA motivation intervention dose were inconsistently reported, so findings in Table 3 should be interpreted with caution. The typical PA motivation intervention was of 10 sessions lasting 49 minutes.
effects of supervised exercise interventions. Random-effects outcome estimates and tests for supervised exercise interventions are reported in Table 4 . Fitness results indicated moderate ESs for both 2-group (.571) and treatment pre-post (.584) comparisons. Fitness outcomes for both comparisons were significantly heterogeneous (Q in Table 4 ). Funnel plots revealed no evidence of publication bias for fitness outcomes in treatment group pre-vs. post-intervention comparisons. Lipids improvements were not statistically different from 0. The lipid 2-group analyses had little statistical power given the very low number of comparisons (k2). The lipid single-group ES was significantly heterogeneous (Q17.726).
Although the treatment group pre-post comparison for anthropometric outcomes achieved statistical significance, the magnitude of the effect was small (.104). Anthropo- No studies reported quality-of-life outcomes of supervised PA interventions. Control group pre-post comparisons documented no significant positive benefits from study participation on fitness, lipids, anthropometric outcomes, or mood outcomes. effects of Pa motivation interventions. Random-effects outcome estimates and tests for PA motivation interventions that were designed to increase PA but that lacked verified PA performance are reported in Table 5 . Interventions effectively increased PA behavior as documented for both 2-group (ES.172) and treatment-group pre-post (ES.312) comparisons. Physical activity behavior ESs were very heterogeneous (Q in Table 5 ). Figure 1 presents the funnel plot for PA behavior outcomes among the treatment group pre-post comparisons. The asymmetry in Figure 1 provides evidence of possible publication bias. In contrast, the plot for the control group pre-vs. postintervention comparison (Figure 2 ) does not suggest publication bias.
Anthropometric outcomes improved significantly in the treatment group pre-post comparison, but the magnitude of the effect (ES.070) is small and probably not clinically meaningful. The funnel plot for this outcome did not suggest publication bias. Neither lipid nor diabetes risks significantly improved in any of the comparisons. The funnel plots for the treatment group pre-vs. post-intervention comparisons for both anthropometric and diabetes risk outcomes showed no evidence of publication bias. The quality of life outcome ES was moderate sized (ES.464) but did not achieve statistical significance, probably due to the small sample size (k3). The single group comparisons for quality of life and lipids were significantly heterogeneous. Inadequate primary study data existed to synthesize finding for fitness or mood outcomes of PA motivation interventions.
Control group subjects did not experience any benefit in PA behavior, lipids, anthropometric outcomes, or diabetes risk by participating in studies. The pattern across lipids, anthropometric outcomes, and diabetes risk suggested trends toward decline in health outcomes among control subjects.
Findings from both the PA supervision and PA motivation interventions should be interpreted cautiously for analyses with small number of primary studies (small k values in Tables 4 and 5 ). These findings should be considered exploratory and hypothesis-generating.
Discussion
This study answered the Physical Activity Guideline Advisory Committee call for meta-analyses of PA intervention studies among minority adults which was based on accumulating primary studies. 3 Our comprehensive search strategies yielded far more studies than previous narrative reviews. These findings documented that healthy minority adults experienced significant improvements in fitness following verified exercise stimuli in supervised exercise sessions. These improvements are important because they followed short-term exercise sessions, typically three times weekly for 11 weeks.
Further improvements could accrue with more sustained exercise over many months or years. Better outcomes might also follow exercise variations such as increased intensity or session frequency. Significant heterogeneity suggests some interventions were more effective than others. Insufficient primary studies were available to test supervised exercise dose, form, or intensity as potential moderators of ESs. Future work metaanalyses, when more studies accrue, should examine whether variations in geographic distribution, culture, and settings account for heterogeneity among studies. Inadequate PA has been suggested as an important factor in overweight and obesity among minority adults. 8 Some evidence suggests African Americans may have lower resting metabolic rates than European Americans that is not explained by differences in age or fat-free mass. 106 Although adequate PA may prevent weight gain, the findings from these primary studies documented that supervised exercise sessions had little influence on anthropometric measures over the limited timeframe of these studies. Motivation interventions were followed by small improvements. For both PA supervision and PA motivation interventions, these small improvements in treatment subjects contrasted with a pattern of deterioration in anthropometric outcomes among control subjects. Exercise may be more effective in preventing weight gain than to promote weight reduction. Although exercise is often recommended to reduce weight, muted exercise effects on weight change are common. Exercise alone only modestly reduces weight. 107, 108 It is unclear if exercise may be effective for improving anthropometric outcomes when performed over many months, instead of these short supervised PA 
Standard Error
Standard Difference in Means trials, which averaged 11 weeks. Although guidelines differ with respect to the recommended amount and intensity of exercise necessary to provide health benefits, findings from a recent epidemiological study suggest that normal-weight women require 60 minutes of moderate-intensity activity every day to avoid long-term weight gain. 109 Nevertheless, other health outcomes can follow increased PA regardless of changes in anthropometric outcomes. Some health outcome ESs in this study may not have achieved statistical significance due to limited statistical power, so those results (e.g., lipids) should be interpreted cautiously. After more studies accrue, these ESs will be more stable. Physical activity motivation interventions had little effect on health outcomes, probably because of the modest ESs for PA behavior (.172-.312). The ESs for PA in this study are similar to a recent comprehensive meta-analysis across healthy adults (.19), but smaller than findings from chronically ill adults (.45) and an earlier meta-analysis with very limited search strategies (.72). 18, 21, 23 Recent comprehensive meta-analyses of healthy adults and chronically ill adults reported that the proportion of minority subjects was not a significant moderator of PA behavior ESs. 18, 21 The larger ES reported by Dishman and Buckworth than this study may reflect the present study's much more comprehensive search strategies, which probably located more obscure studies with smaller ESs. The larger ESs among studies of chronically ill adults may reflect a window of opportunity when subjects are especially receptive to interventions for increasing PA. Healthy adults, such as those included in these primary studies, may not consider increasing PA a high priority in the midst of many other demands on their time and resources. Nevertheless, effective interventions are needed for increasing PA among healthy minority adults in order to reduce the burden of inactivity-related illnesses. The modest ES in this study should generate testing of more powerful interventions to change PA behavior.
Although the ES for PA is modest, it is important to note that the larger difference in mortality is between sedentary and mildly/moderately active people compared with the smaller mortality reduction between moderately active and highly active adults. 110 The heterogeneity of PA ESs document that interventions are variably effective. Variations in intervention content and delivery, samples included in studies, measures, study procedures, and study quality may have contributed to heterogeneity. 111, 112 Once further primary studies are reported, moderator analyses may explore these sources of heterogeneity.
The primary studies targeted minority subjects, but rarely reported socioeconomic characteristics of samples. It is difficult to separate minority status or ethnicity from socioeconomic issues. 113 Ethnicity and socioeconomic status are co-determinants of health outcomes. Even among studies controlling socioeconomic status, health disparities do not entirely disappear. 113 Primary studies must consistently record socioeconomic attributes of samples to clearly describe participants, as well as provide data for future moderator analyses. Future meta-analyses examining the intersection between socioeconomic and minority characteristics should be very informative.
This meta-analysis was limited by the available primary studies. Despite comprehensive searching, some primary studies may not have been not located. Many of the eligible studies we retrieved were not labeled as minority studies in computerized database structured language (e.g., MESH headings). The scant research on Hispanic American and Native American populations is unfortunately common across topics. 5 Hispanic American adults have low levels of PA.
2 African American and other minority categories used in this report are not composed of entirely homogeneous groups. Many diverse samples may be grouped together in these broad categories. These differences may impact PA study findings. Unfortunately, too few studies were retrieved to conduct moderator analyses between groupings (e.g., between African American and Hispanic American) or between diverse samples within groupings. Although minority subjects have been poorly represented in trials of interventions to increase PA, 114, 109 this study located far more studies of healthy African American adults than other minority populations. 114 The strong inclusion of women in the primary studies is important because adequate PA is especially important for minority women, who have increased rates of cardiovascular disease compared with non-minority women. 8 The preponderance of female subjects in the primary studies is also a limitation. Findings may have limited generalizability to males. Recruitment of male minority samples may be especially difficult given common strategies for recruitment may be biased toward females (e.g., religious settings). Both genders must be represented in primary study samples for valid generalizable findings. The heterogeneous findings document the significant differences among studies, but inadequate studies prevented moderator analyses to explore sources of heterogeneity.
The meta-analysis was also limited to the information reported among the retrieved primary studies. We used multiple publications to code information about individual studies when those publications were cited in the index paper or we located the additional paper via author name searches. Some information may have appeared in additional publications we did not locate. Few studies reported attrition rates, and those who reported attrition rarely explained the point in the study where subjects were lost (e.g., after consent but before baseline data collection, during interventions, after interventions but before outcome data collection). Attrition may influence findings in unknown ways. Studies that did not report PA behavior outcomes provided little information about PA behavior among control subjects. A similar lack of information was reported about treatment integrity in terms of the extent to which treatment subjects completed supervised PA session.
Although all of the primary studies targeted minority adults, many studies did not report specific strategies to align the study with minority participants. Most strategies reported by the few studies which provided this information were surface matching, not deeper cultural matching. [114] [115] [116] Descriptions of interventions rarely stated that they were designed to match cultural norms. 115, 117 Programs with religious links were faith-placed instead of faith-based. 118 Faith-placed interventions were developed by investigators without any emphasis on faith themes, then delivered by researchers in faith-related locations. Faith-based interventions incorporate faith themes in the intervention. Studies comparing culturally relevant interventions to standard interventions to determine if cultural relevance modifications are effective would move this area of science forward. 12, 116 Despite the growing volume of primary studies testing PA interventions among minority adults, the quality of the primary studies is a problem. 117 Primary studies reported varied measures of some outcomes and some measures were not ideal. For example, lipid measures sometimes examined only total cholesterol. Most retrieved studies used single treatment group pre-post designs. The field urgently needs randomized controlled trials with strong internal validity that can provide evidence about interventions tested among minority adults. In some reports, it is difficult to determine if the design and conduct of the study were methodologically flawed or if the study report inadequately described methodological features. As more studies become available, future meta-analysts will be able to conduct moderator analyses on study quality features to identify patterns in findings related to methodological attributes. As more rigorously designed studies are distributed, confidence in internal validity of findings will grow. Publication bias, selective reporting of studies with positive ESs over studies with smaller or negative ESs, was suggested by some of the funnel plots in this study. This is a widespread problem. 111 Consumers of research should consider potential publication bias and study quality limitations when reviewing existing literature.
Primary studies often contained limited information about samples and study methods. Future publications of intervention studies conducted with minority samples should report:
• Strategies to align the study with target participants (e.g., recruitment location, intervention delivery location, intervention content, interventionist), • Sample attributes (e.g., ethnicity, age, gender distribution, weight/body mass index, socio-economic status), • Design characteristics (e.g., recruitment, retention/attrition, allocation procedure, control/comparison group management, management of missing data including from subjects lost to attrition), These details will allow readers and future meta-analysts to understand methods completely, compute effect sizes for aggregation, and conduct moderator analyses to identify sample, design, and intervention characteristics linked with outcomes. The primary studies designed to increase PA continue to focus on individual motivation. No research in this area uses ecological models, which understand behavior in the environment and context. 11, 114, 119, 120 This may be particularly important for minority adults, who may disproportionately reside in areas with fewer, less varied, poorer quality, and less accessible PA locations. 121 Physical activity levels are lower in minority populations, and health problems that might be prevented or delayed with adequate PA are more common among minority than majority populations. 4, 6 This meta-analysis is the first synthesis of both PA supervision and PA motivation interventions that targeted minority samples. The quantified ESs are important to understand the effectiveness of previously tested interventions. The modest ES for PA should stimulate further work to identify the most effective interventions to achieve long-term increases in PA behavior. The limited effects of supervised exercise on some outcomes requires further testing of different exercise interventions (e.g., variations in intensity or frequency) over longer periods of time (e.g., 26 weeks instead of 12 weeks). Methodologically rigorous studies testing culturally consistent interventions in minority samples remain a vital area of science. Future meta-analysis moderator analyses that can identify characteristics of interventions associated with better health outcomes and PA behavior change can be conducted when more primary studies are completed.
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